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Kjære leser!
Første september fikk Norge sitt
sjuende universitet. Høgskolen i
Agder finnes ikke mer, nå er det
Universitetet i Agder som gjelder. Vi ønsker spesielt matematikkmiljøene lykke til med sin
nye status og håper at innsatsen
bærer gode frukter for forskningen i matematikk og matematikkdidaktikk.
Vi har også merket oss at Utdanningsdirektoratet har sendt
ut på høring et forslag til endret
forskrift for kompetansekrav for
lærere i ungdomsskolen. Kravet
forslåssatt til 60 studiepoeng
matematikk for å undervise i
faget. Dette er helt i samsvar
med ønsket fra Norsk Matematikkråd og sikkert en vitamininnsprøytning når rådet samles
til sitt årsmøte i slutten av måneden.
hilsen Arne B.

HØGSKOLEN I AGDER BLE UNIVERSITET 1. SEPTEMBER.
Norges sjuende universitet ble høytidlig åpnet 1. september ved at
Høskolen i Agder gikk over til å bli Universitetet i Agder.
INFOMAT gratulerer!

INFOMAT kommer ut med 11 nummer i året og gis ut av Norsk Matematisk Forening. Deadline for neste
utgave er alltid den 10. i neste måned. Stoff til INFOMAT sendes til
infomat at math.ntnu.no
Foreningen har hjemmeside http://www.matematikkforeningen.no/INFOMAT
Ansvarlig redaktør er Arne B. Sletsjøe, Universitetet i Oslo.

NYTT FRA INSTITUTTENE
Nyansettelser:
Førsteamanuensis Trond
Kvamsdal (numerikk),
Førsteamanuensis Andrew Stacey (topologi).
Forskningstermin (2007/2008):
Bo Lindqvist, John Tyssedal, Brynjulf Owren,
Sigmund Selberg, Magnus B. Landstad, (6
mnd), Nikolai Ushakov, (6 mnd), Elena Celledoni, Aslak Bakke Buan.
Gjester:
I september er Hartmut Fuhr gjest hos professor
Yura Lyubarskii (analyse).

Nyansettelser:
Stipendiat Mark Rubzov,
ansatt fra 1. september.
Fagfelt stokastisk analyse
Stipendiat Andrea Barth, ansatt fra 4.september.
Fagfelt stokastisk analyse
Stipendiat Ujjwal Koley, ansatt fra 1. oktober.
Fagfelt PDE / Numerisk analyse
Postdoc Suleyman Ulusoy, ansatt fra 11. september. Fagfelt PDE / Numerisk analyse
Postdoc Jiri Kosinka, ansatt fra 1. oktober. Fagfelt
Geometrisk modellering
Langtidsgjester:
Andres Braunbrück, CENS, Estonia (5/9-31/12)
Mario Martínez Zarzuela, University of Valladolid, Spain (1/10-31/12)
Avganger:
Otto Bekken og
Leiv Storesletten
er blitt pensjonister.
Gjester:
Marcel Bökstedt
(topologi, Aarhus
Universitet) og Robert Bruner (topologi, Wayne
State University) er gjesteprofessorer ved instituttet fram til neste sommer.
Nyansettelser:
Erlend Fornæss er tilsatt som postdoc fra 1. sept.

Matematisk kalender
2007
September:
27.-29. Årsmøte, Norsk Matematikkråd, Kongsberg
Oktober:
19.-20. 2nd Nordic Optimization Symposium,
CMA, Oslo.
November:
1.-2. Nasjonalt algebramøte, Oslo
2.-4. KoMin, Oslo
2008
Januar:
Ski og matematikk, Rondane (NMF)
Juni:
18.-21. Abelsymposiet, Differential
������������������������
Equations:
Geometry, Symmetry and Integrability, Tromsø
Juli:
14.-18. 5th European Mathematical Congress,
Amsterdam
2009
Juni:
8.-11.Britisk-Nordisk Matematikerkonferanse,
Oslo

THE 2ND NORDIC OPTIMIZATION
SYMPOSIUM,
Oslo, 18.-20. oktober 2007
The 2nd Nordic Optimization will be organized
by the University of Oslo in cooperation with the
research institute SINTEF. The Symposium will
be held in the campus of the University of Oslo
which is situated close to the centre of Oslo.
We invite all researchers, academicians, practitioners, as well as students interested in mathematical programming, operational research and
optimization to participate at the conference and
to present their papers.
Plenary speakers: Jacques Desrosiers, HEC
Montréal and GERAD, Anders Forsgren, KTH
Registration: 15. September 2007

NOTISER
NASJONALT ALGEBRAMØTE,
Oslo, 1.-2. november 2007
Møtet er for alle som er interessert i algebra eller
algebraisk geometri ved universiteter og høgskoler
i Norge. Hensikten med møtet er å gi hverandre
innsikt i hva som foregår innen forskning i
algebra og algebraisk geometri i Norge. Møtet vil
bli holdt på Blindern. Mer informasjon på møtets
hjemmeside, http://www.math.uio.no/research/
groups/Algebra/2007nasjonalt/index.shtml?intro

KoMiN - KONFERANSEN FOR
MATEMATIKKSTUDENTER I
NORGE,
Oslo, 2.-4. november 2007
KoMiN er en årlig konferanse for norske
matematikkstudenter på alle nivå, som ble
arrangert for første gang ved NTNU, Trondheim,
i november 2006. Konferansen arrangeres i år av
studenter og stipendiater ved UiO.
Formålet med en slik konferanse er å kunne
knytte kontakter på tvers av universitetene og å
kunne presentere spennende matematikk fra alle
dens ulike grener. Konferansen arrangeres av og
for studenter og stipendiater. Det legges stor vekt
på det sosiale for å gi studentene anledning til å
bygge seg et solid nettverk.
Spesielt mener vi at mattepraten er et viktig
redskap for å presentere de forskjellige fagfeltene
til andre studenter og vekke interessen for dem
hos bachelorstudentene. Derfor oppfordrer vi i
år spesielt doktorgradsstudentene til å stille opp
forberedt og presentere prosjektene sine.

ÅRSMØTE I NORSK MATEMATIKKRÅD
Kongsberg, 27.–29. september 2007
Program (Versjon 1.1, hovedpunkter)
Torsdag 27. september
13:00 Åpning av årsmøtet, årsmeldinger,
vedtektsendringer
14:30 Krav til matematikkompetanse for lærere
i grunnskole og videregående skole.
15:30 Erfaringer med nye læreplaner i videregående skole
16:00 Arbeidsplan for perioden 2007–2012
Fredag 28. september
09:00 Arbeidsplan for perioden 2007–2012
11:10 Matematikkrådstesten 2007
11:30 Karaktersetting på mastergradsnivå. (Karakterpanelrapport fra i fjor?)
13:00 Krav til matematikkompetanse for lærere
i grunnskole og videregående skole
14:15 Krav til matematikkompetanse for
lærere i grunnskole og videregående skole
15:15 NN: Atle Selberg, 1917 – 2007
15:45 Tom Lindstrøm: Srinivasa Varadhan og
Abelprisen 2007
16:30 Ine Marie Eriksen Søreide: Utfordringer i utdannings- og forskningssektoren
Lørdag 29. september
09:00 Anders Øverby: Symbolregnende kalkulatorer i den videregående skolen
09:45 Ferdigbehandling av vedtakssaker, valg
12:00 Avslutning av møtet

Leder av Norsk
Matematikkråd,
Per Manne

NOTISER
IDUN REITEN VALGT INN I
KUNGLIA
AKADEMIEN

KOMPETANSEKRAV FOR UNDERVISNING I UNGDOMSSKOLEN.

Idun
Reiten
ved
NTNU
blir den første
kvinne i Kungliga vetenskapsakademiens
matematikkkomite. Akademiet bestemmer hvem som får
Nobelprisen i fysikk og kjemi. Å bli valgt inn
i Kungliga vetenskapsakademien (KVA) er regnet som en høythengende anerkjennelse av en
forskers internasjonale vitenskapelige posisjon.
Akademiet skal arbeide for: ...att främja vetenskaperna, företrädesvis matematik och naturvetenskap, samt stärka deras inflytande i samhället, ifølge akademiets nettsider.
KVA velger ut Nobel-komitéen, som igjen
velger vinnerne av fysikk- og kjemiprisen.
- Jeg bare fikk et brev der jeg ble bedt om å
svare på om jeg ønsket plassen eller ikke, sier
Idun Reiten, som ennå ikke har deltatt på noen
arrangementer i Stockholm.
- Hun er det eneste kvinnelige medlemmet i
klassen for matematikere, sier Kari Hag ved Institutt for matematiske fag.
- Hun er også det eneste norske medlemmet innenfor hele matematikk-, naturvitenskap-, og
teknologiområdet, tilføyer kollega og prodekan
Kristian Seip.

Ved tilsetjing for undervisning i faga norsk,
matematikk eller engelsk må vedkommande ha
minst 60 studiepoeng relevant utdanning for tilsetjingsfaget.

(NTB)

Utdanningsdirektoratet har sendt ut et forslag til
endring i forskrift til opplæringsloven. Det skal
føyes til en setning i kompetansekravene for undervisning i ungdomsskolen:

Dette er gledelige nyheter og passer godt i forhold
til matematikkrådets rullerende arbeidsplan for
perioden 2006-2011. Der står det:
Norsk Matematikkråd mener at dagens system
der allmennlærerutdanningen gir kompetanse til
å undervise på alle nivåer i grunnskolen ikke er
tilfredsstillende. Etter rådets mening må alle lærere
som underviser på ungdomstrinnet i grunnskolen
ha minst 30 studiepoeng (10 vekttall) matematikk
i tillegg til de lærerutdanningen.

DISTRIBUTION OF
POINTS ON THE
CIRCLE
Journal of Number Theory har sin egen kåring
av de “hotteste” artiklene
i tidsskriftet. Lista for
april-juni toppes gledelig
nok av Øystein Rødseth ved Universitetet i Bergen, med artikkelen Distribution of points on the
circle. INFOMAT gratulerer.

NOTISER
UTDRAG FRA BREV FRA PRESIDENTEN I EMS, ARI LAPTEV TIL
NORSK MATEMATISK FORENING
1. As you know, the
Fifth European Congress will take place
in Amsterdam on July
14-18, 2008. The organisers of the Congress are Andre Ran,
Herman te Riele and
Jan Wiegerinck. We
all appreciate their efforts in organising a
Congress which will
be the most important
Mathematical event of
the year 2008.
Please do not forget that the Prize Committee,
chaired by Professor RobTijdeman, is awaiting
nominations for ten EMS Prizes, to be awarded to
younger mathematicians, by November 1, 2007.
You can find the details regarding the nominations
of candidates on the Congress’ web-page
<http://www.5ecm.nl/>.
The Felix Klein Prize will also be awarded at the
5ECM ceremony and nominations for this Prize
should be made by February 1, 2008. Since the organisers have not yet put out any information about
the FK Prize on the web, I am attaching a file with
the relevant information.
4. The EMS Congresses have proved to be important and popular events and we shall definitely
continue to organise them. Three cities, Krakow,
Prague and Vienna, have offered to host our next
6ECM in 2012. The decision will be finalized at our
Council meeting in Amsterdam.
I would also like to discuss with you the possibility of having annual or biannual bottom-up EMS
meetings, run on the lines of those organized by the
American Mathematical Society. Their meetings
are usually made up of a wide collection of small,
specialised meetings (sessions) where mathematicians with similar interests can meet each other.
Such meetings might also be of some political importance. At the last AMS meeting in New Orleans
in January 2007, there were 80 sessions with about
20 speakers at each session. The creation of the

ERC, not only generates a possibility of providing individual grants for mathematicians but also
encourages a joint European market for them. The
existence of less formal EMS meetings may also
facilitate future employment appointments.
It might be preferable to start a series of such
meetings in collaboration with the AMS, but of
course this is not necessary. I am sure that mathematicians from the USA would be very interested
in participating.
One can argue that in Europe we do not have such
a powerful structure as AMS and it would be difficult to organize such events. EMS is still not as
powerful as the AMS, but such meetings would
not be impossible as long as there are enthusiasts
who would take care of the practical arrangements. There are two mathematicians in Brussels,
Fred Van Oystaeyen and Stefaan Caenepeel, who
are eager to organise a meeting of this type, with
a very low conference fee, either in 2009 or 2010.
I also believe that National Societies could play
a key role in scientificprogrammes of such meetings. I would be glad to have your comments on
all of this.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR
THE FELIX KLEIN PRIZE
The prize, established in 1999 by the EMS and
the endowing organisation, the Institute for Industrial Mathematics in Kaiserslautern, is awarded to
a young scientist or a small group of young scientists (normally under the age of 38) for using
sophisticated mathematical methods to solve a
concrete and difficult industrial problem.
The prize is awarded to a single person or to a
small group and cannot be split. The award comprises a certificate containing the citation and a
cash prize, of EUR 5000. The prize is presented
every four years at the European Congress of
Mathematics.
Nominations for the prize must reach the Helsinki
office of the EMS at the e-mail address ulmanen@
cc.helsinki.fi no later than 1st February 2008.
Please use the text “Felix Klein Prize” in the subject field of the e-mail. The complete nomination
must be submitted in pdf format.

INTERVJU MED VARADHAN
INTERVIEW WITH ABEL PRIZE
RECIPIENT SRINIVASA VARADHAN
Conducted by Martin Raussen (Aalborg, Denmark) and Christian Skau
(Trondheim, Norway), Oslo, May 21,
2007
Professor Varadhan, first of all I would like to
congratulate you for having been awarded the
Abel Prize this year.
By extension, my congratulations go to the field
of probability and statistics since you are the
first recipient from this area. Incidentally, last
year at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Madrid, Fields medals were given to
mathematicians with expertise in this area for
the first time, as well.
How come that it took so long time before probability and statistics were recognized so prestigiously, at the International Congress of Mathematicians last year and with the Abel Prize this
year? Is it pure coincidence that this happens
two years in a row? Could you add some comments on the development of the relations between probability and statistics on the one hand
and the rest of mathematics on the other hand?
Probability became a branch of mathematics
very recently in the 1930s after Kolmogorov
wrote his book. Until then it was not really considered as a proper branch of mathematics. In
that sense it has taken some time for the mathematical community to feel comfortable with
probability the way they are comfortable with
number theory and geometry. Perhaps that is
one of the reasons why it took a lot of time.
In recent years probability has been used in
many areas. Mathematical finance for example
uses a lot of probability. These days, probability
has a lot of exposure and connections with other
branches of mathematics have come up. The
most recent example has to do with conformal
invariance for which the Fields medal was given
last year. These connections have brought probability to the attention of the mathematics community, and the awards are perhaps a reflection
of that.

The next question is about your career. You were
born in Chennai, the capital of Tamil Nadu, on the
South-East coast of India, in 1940. You went to
school there and then to the Presidency College at
Madras University. I would like to ask you about
these formative years: What was the first reason
for your interest in mathematical problems? Did
that happen under the influence of your father,
who was a teacher of mathematics? Were there
other people, or were there specific problems that
made you first interested in mathematics?
My father was in fact a teacher of science, not
so much mathematics. In my early school days I
was good in mathematics, which just meant that
I could add, subtract and multiply without making mistakes. Anyway I had no difficulty with
mathematics. At high school I had an excellent
mathematics teacher who asked some of his better students to come to his house during weekends, Saturday or Sunday, and give them extra
problems to work on. We thought of these problems just as intellectual games that we played, it

was not like an exam; it was more for enjoyment.
That gave me the idea that mathematics is something that you can enjoy doing like playing chess
or solving puzzles. That attitude made mathematics a much more friendly subject, not something
to be afraid of, and that played a role in why I got
interested in mathematics.
After that I went to college for five years. I had excellent teachers throughout. By the time I graduated with a master degree in statistics, I had three
years of solid grounding in pure mathematics. My
background was strong when I graduated from
College.
Was there a specific reason that you graduated in
statistics rather than in other branches of mathematics?
The option at that time was either to go into mathematics or into statistics. There was not that much
difference between these two. If you went into
mathematics, you studied pure and applied mathematics; if you went into statistics, you studied pure
mathematics and statistics. You replaced applied
mathematics with statistics; that was the only difference between the two programs. Looking back,
part of the reason for going into statistics rather
then mathematics, was the perception that if you
went into statistics your job opportunities were
better; you could be employed in the industry and
so on. I f you went into mathematics, you would
end up as a school teacher. There was that perception; I do not know how real it was.
With your degree in statistics it seemed quite natural that you continued at the Indian Statistical Institute at Kolkata. There you found yourself quite
soon in a group of bright students that, seemingly
without too much influence from their teachers,
started to study new areas of fundamental mathematics and then applied those to problems coming
from probability theory; with a lot of success:
You were able to extend certain limit theorems for
stochastic processes to higher dimensional spaces; problems that other mathematicians from outside India had been working on for several years
without so much success. Could you tell us a bit
about this development and whom you collaborated with?
The Indian system at that time was very like much
the British system: If you decided to study for a
doctoral degree, there were no courses; you were

supposed to do research and to produce a thesis. You could ask your advisor questions and
he would answer you, but there was no formal
guidance as is the case in the USA for example.
When I went there I had the idea that I would
be looking for a job within some industry. I
was told that I should work on statistical quality control, so I spent close to 6 or 8 months
studying statistical quality control; in the end,
that left me totally unsatisfied.
Then I met Varadarajan, Parthasarathy and Ranga Rao, who worked in probability from a totally mathematical point of view. They convinced
me that I was not spending my time usefully,
and that I better learn some mathematics if I
wanted to do anything at all. I got interested,
and I think in the second year I was there, we
said to ourselves: let us work on a problem.
We picked a problem concerning probability
distributions on groups. That got us started; we
eventually solved the problem and in the process also learned the tools that were needed for
it. It was a lot of fun: the three of us constantly
exchanged ideas starting at seven o’clock in the
morning. We were all bachelors, living in the
same dormitory. The work day lasted from 7
am to 9 pm; it was a terrific time to learn. In
fact, the second paper we wrote had Abel in its
title, because it has something to do with locally
compact abelian groups.
From what you tell us, it seems that your work
can serve as an example for the fact that the
combination of motivations and insights from
real world problems on the one hand and of
fundamental abstract mathematical tools on the
other hand has shown to be extremely fruitful.
This brings me to a question about the distinction between pure and applied mathematics that
some people focus on. Is it meaningful at all
- in your own case and maybe in general?
I think that distinction, in my case at least, is not
really present. I usually look at mathematics in
the following way: There is a specific problem
that needs to be solved. The problem is a mathematical problem, but the origin of the problem
could be physics, statistics or could be another
application, an economic application perhaps.
But the model is there, and it is clear what
mathematical problem you have to solve. But

of course, if the problem came from physics or
some application, there is an intuition that helps
you to reason what the possible answer could be.
The challenge is how to translate this intuition
into rigorous mathematics. That requires tools,
and sometimes the tools may not be around and
you may have to invent these tools and that is
where the challenge and the excitement of doing
mathematics is, as far as I am concerned. That
is the reason why I have been doing it.
May I come back to your Indian background?
You are the first Abel Prize recipient with an education from a 3rd world country. In 1963, you
left Kolkata and went to the Courant Institute
of Mathematical Sciences in New York, where
you still are working. I wonder whether you still
strongly feel your Indian background - in mathematics, in training, your life style, your religion
and philosophy?
For 23 years, I grew up in India, and I think that
part of your life always stays with you. I am still
very much an Indian in the way I live. I prefer
Indian food to anything else, and I have some
religious feelings about Hinduism and I am a
practising Hindu. So my religious beliefs are
based on my real life, and my lifestyle is very
much Indian. But when you are living in the
United States you learn to adjust a little bit, you
perhaps have a combination of the two that you
are comfortable with.
My training in India has been mainly in classical analysis. No matter what you do, even if
you do the most abstract mathematics, you use
it as a tool. At crucial points, I think you need
to go back to your classical roots and do some
tough estimates here and there; I think the classical training definitely helps there. The abstract
mathematical tools then help you to put some results in perspective. You can see what the larger
impact of what you have done is. To assess that,
modern training gives you some help.
The best known Indian mathematician of the
past, at least here in the West, is certainly Srinivasa Ramanujan. He is known both for his very
untraditional methods and results, and his note
books are still studied by a lot of mathematicians around the world. He is certainly also
known for his tragically fate and his untimely

death. Has he played a specific role in your life
as a role model? Is that still true for many Indian
mathematicians?
I think the name of Ramanujan has been familiar to most Indians today. Maybe, when I was
growing up, it was more familiar to people from
the South than from the North, because he came
from the southern part of India, but we definitely
knew of him as a great mathematician. At that
age, I did not really know the details of his work.
Even now, I have only a vague idea of what it
is about. People still do not seem to know how
exactly he arrived at those results. He seemed to
have a mental process that led him to these things,
which he has not fully explained in his work. In
spite of spending years with Hardy, the West was
not able to penetrate the barrier and understand
how his mind worked. I do not think we can do
anything about it now.
You spent the last years of your life in India at the
Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) at Kolkata. There
is another well-known research institute in India, the Tata Institute. I know that there has been
some competition between these two institutions
although they are specialising in different fields.
Can you comment on this competition, the ongoing relations between the two institutes and their
respective strengths?
I do not know when the competition started. The
Indian Statistical Institute was founded by Mahalanobis in 1931; the Tata Institute was founded by
Bhabha in 1945. They were both great friends
of Jawaharlal Nehru, the prime minister at the
time, he encouraged them both. Maybe, there are
some rivalries at that level, the institutional level.
The mathematics division of the Indian Statistical Institute had Dr. C.R. Rao, who was my advi-

sor, as its scientific director, and the mathematics division of the Tata Institute was headed by
Dr. Chandrasekharan; he was the moving force
behind the mathematics school of Tata Institute.
Maybe, there is some competition there.
I know many of the faculty of the Tata Institute;
in fact many of them were from the same region
in the South and they went to the same university,
the same college, perhaps even to the same high
school. So the relationships between the two faculties have always been friendly.
It is true, the emphasis is very different. At Tata,
they have concentrated on number theory and
algebraic geometry and certain parts of abstract
mathematics. The Indian Statistical Institute on
the other hand has concentrated more on probability and statistics. Although there has been
some overlap, it is really not that much.
We have heard that you still entertain close relations to India and to Chennai and its Mathematical Institute, in particular. And in general, you
are interested in the academic development of 3rd
World countries, in particular through the Third
World Academy of Sciences. Please tell us about
your connections and your activities there?
I go to Chennai maybe once a year now. Earlier
it used to be twice a year, when my parents were
alive. I use to go and spend a month or two in
Chennai, and I visit the two mathematical institutions in Chennai: There is the Chennai Mathematics Institute, and there is also the Institute of
Mathematical Sciences in Chennai. I have visited both of them at different times; I have close
contacts with their leadership and their faculty.
In earlier times, I visited the Bangalore centre of
the Tata Institute: The Tata Institute in Mumbai
has a Centre for Applicable Mathematics in Bangalore. I spent some time visiting them, and we
have had students from there coming to the Courant Institute to take their degrees and so on. To
the extent possible, I try to go back and keep in
touch. Nowadays, with e-mail, they can ask me
for advice, and I try to help out as much I can.
The next couple of years, I have some plans to
spend part of my sabbatical in Chennai lecturing
at Chennai Mathematics Institute.
You are already the second Abel Prize winner
working at the Courant Institute of Mathemati-

cal Sciences in New York, after Peter Lax. At least
in the world of applied mathematics, the Courant
Institute seems to play a very special role. Could
you explain how this worked out? What makes the
Courant Institute to such a special place?
We are back to the 1930’s, when the Courant Institute was started. There was no applied mathematics in the United States. Richard Courant came
and he started this mathematics institute with the
emphasis on applied mathematics. His view of
applied mathematics was broad enough so that it
included pure mathematics. I mean, he did not see
the distinction between pure and applied mathematics. He needed to apply mathematics, and he
developed the tools, he needed to do it. And from
that point of view, I think analysis played an important role.
The Courant Institute has always been very strong
in applied mathematics and analysis. And in the
1960’s, there was a grant from the Sloan foundation
to develop probability and statistics at the Courant Institute. They started it, and probability was
successful, I think. Statistics did not quite work
out, so we still do not have really much statistics at
the Courant Institute. We have a lot of probability,
analysis, and applied mathematics, and in recent
years some differential geometry as well. In these
areas we are very strong.
The Courant Institute has always been successful in hiring the best faculty. The emphasis has
mostly been on analysis and applied mathematics.
Perhaps that reflects why we have had two Abel
prize winners out of the first five.
Mathematical Research: Process and Results
You have given deep and seminal contributions to

the area of mathematics which is called probability theory. What attracted you to probability
theory in the first place?
When I joined my undergraduate program in
statistics, probability was part of statistics; so
you had to learn some probability. I realised
that I had some intuition for probability in the
sense that I could sense what one was trying to
do, more than just calculating some number. I
cannot explain it, I just had some feeling for
it. That helped a lot; that motivated me to go
deeper into it.
Modern probability theory, as you mentioned
earlier, started with Kolmogorov in the 1930’s.
You had an interesting encounter with Kolmogorov: He wrote from Moscow about your
doctoral thesis at the Indian Statistical Institute,
that you finished when you were 22 years: “This
is not the work of a student, but of a mature master”. Did you ever meet Kolmogorov? Did you
have any interaction with him mathematically
later?
Yes, I have met him; he came to India in 1962.
I had just submitted my thesis, and he was one
of the examiners of the thesis, but he was going
to take the thesis back to Moscow and then to
write a report; so the report was not coming at
that time. He spent a month in India, and some
of us graduate students spent most of our time
travelling with him all over India. There was
a period where we would meet him every day.
There were some reports about it mentioned in
the Indian press recently, which were not quite
accurate.
But there is one incident that I remember very
well. I was giving a lecture on my thesis work
with Kolmogorov in the audience. The lecture
was supposed to last for an hour, but in my enthusiasm it lasted an hour and a half. He was not
protesting, but some members in the audience
were getting restless. When the lecture ended,
he got up to make some comments and people
started leaving the lecture hall before he could
say something, and he got very angry. He threw
the chalk down with great force and stormed out
of the room. My immediate reaction was: There
goes my PhD! A group of students ran after him
to where he was staying, and I apologized for

taking too much time. He said: No no; in Russia,
our seminars last three hours. I am not angry at
you, but those people in the audience, when Kolmogorov stands up to speak, they should wait and
listen.
That is a nice story!
Among your many research contributions, the one
which is associated with so-called large deviations must rank as one of the most important. Can
you tell us first what large deviations are and why
the study of these is so important; and what are
the applications?
The subject of large deviations goes back to the
early thirties. It in fact started in Scandinavia, with
actuaries working for the insurance industry. The
pioneer who started that subject was named Esscher . He was interested in a situation where too
many claims could be made against the insurance
company, he was worried about the total claim
amount exceeding the reserve fund set aside for
paying these claims, and he wanted to calculate
the probability of this. Those days the standard
model was that each individual claim is a random
variable, you assume some distribution for it, and
the total claim is then the sum of a large number
of independent random variables. And what you
are really interested in is the probability that the
sum of a large number of independent random
variables exceeds a certain amount. You are interested in estimating the tail probabilities of sums of
independent random variables.
People knew the central limit theorem at the time,
which tells you that the distribution of sums of
independent random variables has a Gaussian ap-

proximation. If you do the Gaussian approximation, the answer you get is not correct. It is not
correct in the sense that the Gaussian approximation is still valid, but the error is measured in
terms of difference. Both these numbers are very
small, therefore the difference between them is
small, so the central limit theorem is valid. But
you are interested in how small it is, you are interested in the ratio of these two things, not just
the difference of these small numbers.
The idea is: how do you shift your focus so that
you can look at the ratio rather then just at the
difference. Esscher came up with this idea, that
is called Esscher’s tilt; it is a little technical. It is
a way of changing the measure that you use in a
very special manner. And from this point of view,
what was originally a tail event, now becomes a
central event. So you can estimate it much more
accurately and then go from this estimate to what
you want, usually by a factor which is much more
manageable. This way of estimation is very successful in calculating the exact asymptotics of
these tail probabilities. That is the origin of large
deviations. What you are really interested in is
estimating the probabilities of certain events. It
does not matter how they occur; they arise in
some way. These are events with very small
probability, but you would like to have some idea
of how small it is. You would like to measure it
in logarithmic scale, “e to the minus how big”.
That is the sense in which it is used and formulated these days.
Large deviations have lots of applications, not
the least in finance; is that correct?
I think in finance or other areas, what the theory
actually tells you is not just what the probability
is, but it also tells you if an event with such a
small probability occurred, how it occurred. You
can trace back the history of it and explain how
it occurred and what else would have occurred.
So you are concerned of analysing entire circumstances. In Esscher’s method, there is the tilt that
produced it; then that tilt could have produced
other things, too; they would all happen if this
event happened; it gives you more information
than just how small the probability is. This has
become useful in mathematical finance because

you write an option which means: if something
happens at a certain time, then you promise to pay
somebody something. But what you pay may depend on not just what happened at that time, it may
depend on the history. So you would like to know
if something happened at this time, what was the
history that produced it? Large deviation theory is
able to predict this.
Together with Donsker you reduced the general
large deviation principle to a powerful variational principle. Specifically, you introduced the socalled Donsker-Varadhan rate function and studied its behaviour. Could you elaborate a little how
you proceeded, and what type of rate functions you
could handle and analyse?
If you go back to the Esscher theory of large deviations for sums of random variables, that requires
the calculation of the moment generating function.
Since they are independent random variables, the
moment generating functions are products of the
individual ones; if they are all the same, you get
just the n-th power of one moment generating function. What really controls the large deviation is the
logarithm of the moment generating function. The
logarithm of the n-th power is just a multiple of
the logarithm of the original moment generating
function, which now controls your large deviation.
On the other hand, if your random variables are not
independent, but dependent like in a Markov chain
or something like that, then there is no longer just
one moment generating function. It is important
to know how the moment generating function of
the sum grows; it does not grow like a product but
it grows in some way. This is related by the Feynman-Kac formula to the principal eigenvalue of the
generator of the Markov process involved. There
is a connection between the rate function and the
so-called principal eigenvalue. This is what our
theory used considerably. The rate function is
constructed as the Legendre transform or the convex conjugate of the logarithm of the principal eigenvalue.
Before we leave the subject of the large deviation
principle, could you please comment on the socalled Varadhan integral lemma which is used in
many areas. Why is that?
I do not think Varadhan’s lemma is used that much,

probably large deviation theory is used more.
The reason why I called it a lemma is that I did
not want to call it a theorem. It is really a very
simple thing that tells you that if probabilities
behave in a certain way, then certain integrals
behave in a certain way. The proof just requires
approximating the integral by a sum and doing
the most elementary estimate. What is important there is just a point of view and not so much
the actual estimates in the work involved; this is
quite minimal.
But it pops up apparently in many different areas; is that correct?
The basic idea in this is very simple: if you take
two positive numbers a and b and raise them to
a very high power and you look at the sum, the
sum is just like the power of the larger one; the
smaller one is insignificant, you can replace the
logarithm of the sum by just a maximum. The
logarithm of the sum of the exponential behaves
just like the maximum. That is the idea, when

you have just a finite number of exponentials, then
in some sense integrating is not different from summation if you have the right estimates. That was
how I looked at it, and I think this arises in many
different contexts. One can use the idea in many
different places, but the idea itself is not very complicated.
That is often the case with important results in
mathematics. They go back to a simple idea, but to
come up with that idea, that is essential!
You realized that Mark Kac’s old formula for the
first eigenvalue of the Schrödinger operator can be
interpreted in terms of large deviations of a certain
Brownian motion. Could you tell us how you came
to this realization?
It was in 1973, I just came back from India after a
sabbatical, and I was in Donsker’s office. We always spent a lot of time talking about various problems. He wanted to look at the largest eigenvalue
which controls the asymptotic behaviour of a Kac
integral: I think people knew at that time that if you
take the logarithm of the expectation of a Kac type
exponential function, its asymptotic growth rate is
the first eigenvalue. The first eigenvalue is given
by a variational formula; that is classical. We knew
that if we do large deviations and calculate asymptotically the integrals, you get a variational formula,
too. So, he wanted to know if the two variational
formulas have anything to do with each other: Is
there a large deviation interpretation for this variational formula?
I was visiting Duke University, I remember, some
time later that fall, and I was waiting in the library
at Duke University for my talk which was to start
in half an hour or so. Then it suddenly occurred
to me what the solution to this problem was: It is
very simple, in the Rayleigh-Ritz variational formula; there are two objects that compete. One is
the integral of the potential multiplied by the square
of a function; the other one is the Dirichlet form
of the function. If you replace the square of the
function and call it a new function, then the Dirichlet form becomes the Dirichlet form of the square
root of that function. It is as simple as that. And
then the large deviation rate function is nothing but
the Dirichlet form of the square root of the density.
Once you interpret it that way, it is clear what the
formula is; and once you know what the formula is,
it is not that difficult to prove it.

This brings me naturally to the next question: If
you occasionally had a sudden flash of insight,
where you in an instant saw the solution to a
problem that you had struggled with, as the one
you described right now: Do these flashes depend on hard and sustained preparatory thinking
about the problem in question?
Yes, they do: What happens is, once you have a
problem you want to solve, you have some idea of
how to approach it. You try to work it out, and if
you can solve it the way you thought you could,
it is done, and it is not interesting. You have done
it, but it does not give you a thrill at all. On the
other hand, if it is a problem, in which everything
falls in to place, except for one thing you cannot
do; if only you could do that one thing, then you
would have the whole building, but this foundation is missing. So you struggle and struggle with
it, sometimes for months, sometimes for years
and sometimes for a life-time! And eventually,
suddenly one day you see how to fix that small
piece. And then the whole structure is complete.
That was the missing piece. Then that is a real
revelation, and you enjoy a satisfaction which
you cannot describe.
How long does the euphoria last when you have
this experience?
It lasts until you write it up and submit it for
publication; and then you go on to the next problem!
Your cooperation with Daniel Stroock on the
theory of diffusions led to several landmark papers. The semigroup approach by Kolmogorov
and Feller had serious restrictions, I understand,
and Paul Levy suggested that a diffusion process
should be represented as a stochastic differential equation. Îto also had some very important
contribution. Could you explain how you and
Stroock managed to turn this into a martingale
problem?
I have to step back a little bit: Mark Kac used
to be at Rockefeller University. Between New
York University and Rockefeller University, we
used to have a joint seminar; we would meet one
week here and one week there and we would
drive back and forth. I remember once going to
Rockefeller University for a seminar and then
coming back in a taxi to NYU. Somebody men-

tioned a result of Ciesielski, a Polish probabilist
who was visiting Marc Kac at that time: You can
look at the fundamental solution of a heat equation,
for the whole space, and look at the fundamental
solution with Dirichlet boundary data in a region.
The fundamental solution for the Dirichlet boundary data is smaller, by the maximum principle, than
the other one. If you look at the ratio of the two
fundamental solutions, then it is always less than
or equal to one. The question is: As t, the time
variable in the fundamental solution, goes to zero,
when does this ratio go to 1 for all points x and y in
the region? The answer turns out to be: if and only
if the region is convex!
Of course, there are some technical aspects, about
sets of capacity zero and so on. Intuitively, the reason it is happening is that the Brownian path, if it
goes from x to y, in time t, as time t goes to zero,
it would have to go in a straight line. Because its
mean value remains the same as that of the Brownian bridge, which is always linear, and thus a line
connecting the two points. The variance goes to
zero, if you do not give it much time. That means
it follows a straight line.
That suggests that, if your space were not flat but
curved, then it should probably go along the geodesics. One would expect therefore that the fundamental solution of the heat equation with variable coefficients should look like e to the minus
the square of the geodesic distance divided by 2t;
just like the heat equation does with the Euclidean
distance.
This occurred to me on the taxi ride back. That
became the paper on the behaviour of the fundamental solution for small time. In fact, I think that
was the paper that the PDE people at Courant liked,
and that gave me a job. At that time, I was still a
post. doc.
Anyway, at that point, the actual proof of it used
only certain martingale properties of this process.
It did not really use so much PDE, it just used certain martingales. Stroock was a graduate student at
Rockefeller University at that time; we used to talk
a lot. I remember, that spring, before he finished,
we would discuss it. We thought: If it is true that
we could prove this by just the martingale properties, then those martingale properties perhaps are
enough to define it. Then we looked at it and asked

ourselves: Can you define all diffusion processes by just martingale properties?
It looked like it unified different points of view:
Kolmogorov and Feller through the PDE have
one point of view, stochastic differential people
have another point of view, semigroup theory
has still another point of view. But the martingale point of view unifies them. It is clear
that it is much more useful; and it turned out,
after investigation, that the martingale formulation is sort of the weakest formulation one can
have; that is why everything implies it. Being
the weakest formulation, it became clear that the
hardest thing would be to prove uniqueness.
Then we were able to show that whenever any
of the other methods work, you could prove
uniqueness for this. We wanted to extend it
and prove uniqueness for a class which had not
been done before, and that eluded us for nearly
one and a half year until one day the idea came,
and we saw how to do it and everything fell into
place.
That was another flash of inspiration?
That was another flash; that meant that we could
do a lot of things for the next four to five years
that kept us busy.
Before we leave your mathematical research,
I would like to ask you about your contribution to the theory of hydrodynamic limits that
is describing the macroscopic behaviour of very
large systems of interacting particles. Your
work in this area has been described as viewing the environment from the travelling particle.
Could you describe what this means?
I will try to explain it. The subject of hydrodynamic scaling as it is called, or hydrodynamic
limits is a subject that did not really start in
probability. It started from classical mechanics,
Hamiltonian equations, and it is the problem of
deriving Euler equations of fluid flow directly
as a consequence of Hamiltonian motion. After
all, we can think of a fluid as a lot of individual particles and the particles interact, ignoring
quantum effects, according to Newtonian rules.
We should be able to describe how every particle should move. But this requires solving a
10 to the 68 -dimensional ODE, and only then
you are in good shape. Instead we replace this
huge system of ODEs by PDEs, a small system
of nonlinear PDEs, and these nonlinear PDEs

describe the motion of conserved quantities.
If there are no conserved quantities, then things
reach equilibrium very fast, and nothing really
moves. But if there are conserved quantities, then
they change very slowly locally, and so you have
to speed up time to a different scale. Then you can
observe change of these things. Mass is conserved,
that means, density is one of the variables; momenta are conserved, so fluid velocity is one of the
variables; the energy is conserved, so temperature
becomes one of the variables. For these conserved
quantities, you obtain PDEs. When you solve your
partial differential equations, you get a solution
that is supposed to describe the macroscopic properties of particles in that location. And given these
parameters, there is a unique equilibrium for these
fixed values of the parameters which are the average values.
In a Hamiltonian scheme, that would be a fixed surface with prescribed energy and momentum etc. On
that surface the motion is supposed to be ergodic,
so that there is a single invariant measure. This invariant measure describes how locally the particles
are behaving over time. That is only described in
statistical terms; you cannot really pin down which
particle is where; and even if you could, you do not
really care.
This program, although it seems reasonable in
a physical sense, it has not been carried out in a
mathematical sense. The closest thing that one has
come to is the result by Oscar Lanford who has
shown, that for a very small time scale, you can
start from the Hamiltonian system and derive the
Boltzmann equations. Then to go from Boltzmann
to Euler requires certain scales to be large, it is not
clear if the earlier results work in this regime. The
mathematical level of these things is not where it
should be.
On the other hand, if you put a little noise in your
system, so that you look at not a deterministic
Hamiltonian set of equations, but stochastic differential equations, with particles that move and
jump randomly, then life becomes much easier.
The problem is the ergodic theory. The ergodic
theory of dynamical systems is very hard. But the
ergodic theory of Markov processes is a lot easier.
With a little bit of noise, it is much easier to keep
these things in equilibrium. And then you can go
through this program and actually prove mathematical results.

Now coming to the history: We were at a conference in Marseille at Luminy, which is the
Oberwolfach of the French Mathematical Society. My colleague George Papanicolaou, who I
think should be here in Oslo later today, and I,
we were taking a walk down to the calanques.
And on the way back, he was describing this
problem. He was interested in interacting particles, Brownian motion interacting under some
potential. He wanted to prove the hydrodynamic
scaling limit. I thought the solution should be
easy; it seemed natural somehow. When I came
back and looked at it, I got stuck regardless how
much I tried. There were two critical steps, I
figured out, needed to be done; one step I could
do, the second step I could not do. For the time
being, I just left it at that.
Then, a year later, we had a visitor at the Courant Institute, Josef Fritz from Hungary. He gave
a talk on hydrodynamic limits; he had a slightly
different model. By using different techniques,
he could prove the theorem for that model. Then
I realized that the second step on which I got
stuck in the original model, I could do it easily
in this model. So we wrote a paper with George
Papanicolaou and one of his students Guo; that
was my first paper on hydrodynamic limits. This
work was more for a field than for an actual particle system which was what got me interested in
the subject.
When you look at particles, you can ask two different questions. You can ask what is happening to the whole system of particles, you do not
identify them; you just think of it as a cloud of
particles. Then you can develop how the density
of particles changes over time. But it does not
tell you which particle moves where. Imagine
particles have two different colours. Now you
have two different densities, one for each colour.
You have the equation of motion for the sum of
the two densities, but you do not have an equation of motion for each one separately. Because
to do each one separately, you would have to tag
the particles and to keep track of them! It becomes important to keep track of the motion of a
single particle in the sea of particles.
A way to analyse it that I found useful was to
make the particle that you want to tag the centre of the Universe. You change your coordinate
scheme along with that particle. Then this parti-

cle does not move at all; it stays where it is, and the
entire Universe revolves around it. So you have a
Markov process in the space of universes. This is
of course an infinite dimensional Markov process,
but if you can analyse it and prove ergodic theorems for it, then you can translate back and see how
the tagged particle would move; because in some
sense how much the Universe moves around it or
it moves around the Universe is sort of the same
thing. I found this method to be very useful, and
this is the system looked from the point of view of
the moving particle.
Very interesting! A different question: Can you describe your work style? Do you think in geometric
pictures or rather in formulas? Or is there an ana-

lytic way of thinking?
I like to think physically in some sense. I like to
build my intuition as a physicist would do: What
is really happening, understanding the mechanism
which produces it, and then I try to translate it into
analysis. I do not like to think formally, starting
with an equation and manipulating and then see
what happens. That is the way I like to work: I let
my intuition guide me to the type of analysis that
needs to be done.
Your work in mathematics has been described by
a fellow mathematician of yours as “Like a Bach
fugue, precise yet beautiful”. Can you describe the
feeling of beauty and aesthetics that you experience
when you do mathematics?
I think the quotation you are referring to can be
traced back to the review of my book with Stroock
by David Williams. I think mathematics is a beau-

tiful subject because it explains complicated behaviour by simple means. I think of mathematics
as simplifying, giving a simple explanation for
much complex behaviour. It helps you to understand why things behave in a certain manner. The
underlying reasons why things happen are usually quite simple. Finding this simple explanation of complex behaviour, that appeals most to
me in mathematics. I find beauty in the simplicity
through mathematics.
May we now touch upon the public awareness of
mathematics: There appears to be a paradox:
Mathematics is everywhere in our life, as you have
already witnessed from your perspective: in technical gadgets, in descriptions and calculations of
what happens on the financial markets, and so on.
But this is not very visible for the public. It seems
to be quite difficult for the mathematical community to convince the man on the street and the politicians of its importance.
Another aspect is that it is not easy nowadays to
enrol new bright students in mathematics. As to
graduate students, in the United States more than
half of the PhD students come from overseas. Do
you have any suggestions what the mathematical
community could do to enhance its image in the
public, and how we might succeed to enrol more
students into this interesting and beautiful subject?
Tough questions! People are still trying to find the
answer. I do not think it can be done by one group
alone. For a lot of reasons, probably because of
the nature of their work, most mathematicians are
very introverted by nature. In order to convince
the public, you need a kind of personality that goes
out and preaches. Most research mathematicians
take it as an intrusion on their time to do research.
It is very difficult to be successful, although there
are a few examples.
The question then becomes: How do you educate
politicians and other powerful circles that can do
something about it about the importance of education? I think that happened once before when the
Russians sent the Sputnik in 1957, I do not know
how long it will take to convince people today.
But I think it is possible to make an effort and to
convince people that mathematics is important to
society. And I think that signs are there, because
one of the powerful forces of the society today are
the financial interests, and the financial interests

are beginning to realize that mathematics is important for them. There will perhaps be pressure
from their side to improve mathematics education
and the general level of mathematics in the country; and that might in the long run prove beneficial; at least we hope so.
In connection with the Abel Prize, there are also
other competitions and prizes, like the Niels Henrik Abel competition and the Kapp Abel for pupils,
the Holmboe prize to a mathematics teacher, and
furthermore the Ramanujan prize for an outstanding 3rd world mathematician. How do you judge
these activities?
I think these are very useful. They raise the awareness of the public. Hopefully, all of this together
will have very beneficial effect in the not too distant future. I think it is wonderful what Norway
is doing.
In my very last question, I would like to leave
mathematics behind and ask you about your interests and other aspects of life that you are particularly fond of. What would that be?
I like to travel. I like the pleasure and experience
of visiting new places, seeing new things and having new experiences. In our profession, you get
the opportunity to travel, and I always take advantage of it.
I like music, both classical Indian and a little bit of
classical Western music. I like to go to concerts if
I have time; I like the theatre, and New York is a
wonderful place for theatre. I like to go to movies.
I like reading Tamil literature, which I enjoy. Not
many people in the world are familiar with Tamil
as a language. It is a language which is 2000 years
old, almost as old as Sanskrit. It is perhaps the
only language which today is not very different
from the way it was 2000 years ago. So, I can
take a book of poetry written 2000 years ago, and
I will still be able to read it. To the extent I can, I
do that.
At the end, I would like to thank you very much for
this interesting interview. These thanks come also
on behalf of the Norwegian, the Danish and the
European mathematical society. Thank you very
much.
Thank you very much. I have enjoyed this interview, too.

